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WE’VE SEEN WOBBLING ICBMs,
WARHEAD SPINUPS, FUEL
VENTING, EVEN A TUMBLING
SOYUZ 3rd STAGE – WHAT’S NEXT?

CHINA -- July 26, 1977

The UFO Phenomenon in China
Salvador Freixedo, Inexplicata (2000)
• http://www.ufoevidence.org/documents/doc1791.htm

• July 1977. Mr. Lu Jiaju, an employee of the Puxing tank farm, was the astonished witness to a
circular object composed of concentric rings, oscillating slowly over the facility.
August 1977. Wang Zen witnessed a strange object along with many others while waiting in a
theatre queue. "It issued light smoke rings toward the ground and rotated very slowly."
October 23, 1977. Taken from Liu Qinchuan's written report: "We saw an object spinning like
a ball in mid-air and moving at considerable speed. Everyone was looking at it."

• Sunsky [ATS forum] – According to Chinese Ufologists, since 1970 to 2005, there
were over 20 incidents of “spiral light” phenomenon reported in China. What’s
more, they believe this phenomenon was recorded by ancient Chinese chronicles
as early as the Qin and Han period. Astronomical records from the book of
Jin(265-420AD), Sui, Song dynasties tell of "falling star big as a crock and rotates
like the wheel". A local chronicle of Chaozhou(in Guangdong province) also
records that during the fifth year of emperor Wanli of Ming dynasty, on the third
of 12th lunar month, there was “a falling star that rotates like the wheel, it glared
the sky and extinguished awhile later.”

Interesting events [incomplete list]
•
•
•
•
•
•

July 26, 1977
July 24, 1981
June 18, 1982
Aug 27, 1987
Aug 25, 1988
Aug 27, 1988

• Modern era
• June 30, 2002
• May 13, 2014

Sichuan - ????
????
Manchuria - Soviet missile/space ‘war games’
Shanghai region – Japanese satellite
NE China -- spiraling reversed directions
NE China -- Soviet ICBM launch?

sounding rocket

Date/time?
Need help on this

• 05:03 into https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJNnY8XIMDk

Date and time?
Need help on this

Provenance
and date/time
not well
documented

Witness descriptions
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJNnY8XIMDk
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3vniW2fg4s

Some pioneering work -• http://www.thelivingmoon.com/49ufo_files/03files2/Rocket_Launches_Spirals_in_th
e_Sky.html
• Sky Dragons Behind the Media Curtain: UFOs in China (space.com, 14 Jan 2000)
• Original URL -- http://www.space.com/sciencefiction/phenomena/ufo_china_000126.html

• Now at https://web.archive.org/web/20000816002835/http://
www.space.com/sciencefiction/phenomena/ufo_china_000126.html

• “China UFO Event of 1982 June 18”
• http://www.jamesoberg.com/china-em-ufo-1982-draft-2.pdf

Chinese reports
since 1980s of
‘sky spirals’ – even
video on YouTube

Altitude and motion suggest a
venting booster already in orbit

July 26, 1977

resources
• YOUTUBE videos
• Internet UFO sites
• Handful of rational investigation attempts
• Jonathan’s tables of launches
• www.heavens-above.com for solar illumination

http://planet4589.org/space/log/launch.html

Dr. Jonathan McDowell is an
astrophysicist at the HarvardSmithsonian Center for
Astrophysics. He is a staff
member at the Chandra X-ray
Center.

The JSR Launch Vehicle Database is an attempt to provide a
complete listing of all types of space launch vehicle, both
suborbital and orbital, and indicate relationships between
them. … I believe that this database is now as reliable a
source for launch times, launch sites and vehicle types as any
currently in existence. … This database forms the background
data for a comprehensive launch list of 69566 launches. The
launches include 5563 orbital launch attempts, 27935
suborbital launches, and 36068 endoatmospheric flights

Jonathan’s records – no help
• 1977 Jul 26 1535:29
• S-310 - S-310JA-3 VLF/plasma/B - - SYW - 221 - - NIPR SS NIPR/ Ionos
ISRJ - • 1981 Jul 24 nope
• 2002 Jun 30 nope

July 26, 1977.
• Zhang Zhousheng, a former astronomer at the Yunnan Observatory first
observed a UFO in Sichuan in 1977. Mikhail Gershtein, Russia’s top UFO
researcher and well-known author of numerous books on the subject, has
collected information about Zhang’s 1977 sighting. He mentions the sighting in
his book Chto skrivayut ufologi , in English What is covered up by ufologists
(Moscow, 2006). [stonehill]
• Zhang Zhousheng (astronomer at the Yunnan Observatory in Chengdu)
“What was especially important was that, at a distance of 180 kilometers apart,
the records about the direction of movement of the strange aerial body in
space, made independently by at least two different observers was basically
the same. . . . To the present time this strange phenomenon has not been
satisfactorily explained, yet there were thousands of good observers who had
seen it.”

• Zhousheng and others nearby watched a strange glowing, spiral object moving
steadily across the sky for about five minutes on the evening of July 26, 1977.

The sighting took place on July 26, 1977, in the northern section of Chengdu.
Zhang observed a strange spiral-shaped object, and pointed it out to other
people. The object was shaped like a sphere that resembled a yellowish star.
A large Archimedes spiral emitted from the sphere in a glimmering line,
clearly bright in the moonlight. The color of the line was blue and partly green.
Because the spiral line emitted from the sphere, it was clearly not as star. It was
a probably a relatively small object. The line went around it in three to four
coils.
The strange object also moved in the sky in straight line. The velocity was
invariable, about ten degrees a minute. The spiral moved synchronically with
the sphere. The size, shape, and luminosity of the object did not change, and
the spiral did not rotate around the sphere. No trails were left behind in the sky
by the object.
At 10:14 pm the spiral disappeared behind the clouds at the altitude of 10
degrees. The sighting lasted about five minutes

http://www.openminds.tv/ufos-over-chinas-sichuanprovince-and-other-mysteries/37718

Sichuan
[Szechwan]
region
Illumination conditions
[from www.heavens-above.com]
Chengdu gmt + 8
July 26, 1977 10 pm local
Sunset 8:02 pm
Sun azimuth 311
Sun elevation -22
Shadow height 450 km
[6371 x [1/cos – 1]]

July 26, 1977
• Sighting remains unexplained

• The astronomer made a prediction in June, 1981, that
in July of the same year there would be sightings of a
UFO. On July 24, 1981, millions of people in Gansu,
Qinghai, Sichuan and Yunnan Province actually saw a
flying luminous spiral-shaped body appear in the sky.
Zhang claimed that he was able to calculate the arrival
of UFOs.
• “On July 24, 1981, a huge spiral-shaped UFO was seen
at different times by millions of people from different
areas across China.” [photo]
• http://www.chinawhisper.com/top-6-mysterious-ufoincidents-in-china/
• In one of the largest alleged UFO sightings, thousands
of people in China claimed to have observed a bright
object surrounded by "Saturn-like rings" in Tibet,
flying for seven minutes. China's official Xinhua News
Agency reported the story eleven days later.[59]

July 24, 1981

At 10:38 pm [24 july 1981] a bright point of
light was spotted moving across the sky and as
the light got brighter bands of clouds started to
form around the light in the shape of a spiral….
"The glimmer became brighter, began to
oscillate and then a cloud-like band of light
formed around the circumference of the bright
spot. The huge spiral shaped UFO with its
bright silver color lighting up the cloudless
night sky was an especially striking,
magnificent and grand sight in contrast with
the star-studded sky. In the brief six or seven
minutes from its appearance to its
disappearance, some 10,000,000 people
simultaneously witnessed this extraordinary
sight in the .night sky.:"

Chengdu Sunset 8:04 pm
Sun elevation -28 azimuth 319
Shadow height 750 km

24 july 1981 [northwestern sky based on Ursa Major]

– but was motion west-east or east-west?

Actual northwest sky for that location/date/time

http://www.heavens-above.com/SkyChart.aspx?lat=31.507&lng=104.0405&loc=Shanghai&alt=675&tz=ChST

Suggestive connection with Cosmos-1275?
• July 24, 1981 (Friday) Kosmos 1275, a Soviet satellite that had been launched on June 4,
was struck by debris while in orbit 600 miles (970 km) over Alaska, breaking into more
than 140 pieces of space junk.[57] COLLISION IS ONLY ‘DEDUCED’, NOT PROVEN
• “The earliest suspected loss was of Kosmos 1275, which disappeared on 24 July 1981 (a
month after launch). Kosmos contained no volatile propellant, but a battery explosion is
also a possible cause. Tracking showed it broke up, into 300 new objects. ”
• “Speculation is it was the result of a hypervelocity collision with a piece of space debris.
This was based on the following: this type satellite has shown no capability to maneuver
and may have been a gravity gradient stabilized spacecraft, no pressurized vessels or
onboard propellants are standard on this type, the satellite resided in the altitude
region most densely populated with debris from earlier satellite breakups, and the
satellite was in a high inclination orbit (83 degrees), which suggests higher relative
velocities between a satellite and the general debris population.”

• If not the payload, how about the rocket body? Only 20 days after
launch. Still nearly co-planar, could have suddenly vented.
Coincidence with satellite disintegration? Hmmm….

Cosmos-1275 [disintegrated hours before]
TIMING IS ALSO OFF

LOOKS A BIT
TOO FAR EAST
TO BE IN NW
SKY OF CHENGDU

By Long Ruyi
from Hangtian
11-4-1982

http://www.dod.mil/pubs/foi/Reading_Room/UFO/ADA133326_UFO.pdf

Calculated orbit parameters ‘in the ball park’, barely

CANDIDATE???
Cosmos-1275
‘PARUS’ satellite
NORAD ID: 12504
Int'l Code: 1981-053A
Perigee: 962.4 km
Apogee: 1,020.2 km
Inclination: 83.0 °
“six or seven minutes from its appearance to its disappearance”

UFO-like perceptions

These are commonly-reported perceptions of even uniform-motion bright night sky objects
[best example, see Nov 7, 2015 Trident SLBM launch off California, multiple witness reports of
exactly such motion]. The ‘row of portholes’ interpretation is characteristic of bright light
swarm of independent objects [eg Kiev, 1963, et al.]

Air Force Systems Command report which came
out two years later was not impressed

http://www.dod.mil/pubs/foi/homeland_defense/UFOs/ADA133326_UFO.pdf

Stonehill story….
• The 1981 spiral UFO had an altitude of about 650 km, and a speed of about 1.6
kilometers per second before it disappeared, according to Professor Wang Sichao,
a planetary astronomer at the Purple Hills Observatory of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences. Professor Sichao believes extraterrestrial beings do exist and their
UFOs have the ability to visit our Earth.
• Soviet TASS news agency referred to the Xinhua story in August 8, 1981. Chen Xia
of China.org wrote that China had its first massive UFO sighting on the night of
July 24, 1981. Hundreds of thousands of onlookers witnessed an enormous
luminous spiral from 10:33 p.m. to 10:53 p.m. The object moved at an
unbelievable low speed in the upper atmosphere where helicopters were unable
to reach. Later studies showed the object had an abnormal anti-gravity capacity.
Purple Mountain Observatory, also known as Zijinshan Astronomical Observatory
(located on the Purple Mountain in Nanjing, China) released a communiqué
stating, “the population of 14 provinces in our country sighted this celestial
phenomenon…”

24 July 1981
• Sighting remains unexplained

Work in progress….. “China UFO Event of 1982 June 18”

http://www.jamesoberg.com/china-em-ufo-1982-draft-2.pdf

“China UFO Event of 1982 June 18”

“China UFO Event of 1982 June 18”

“China UFO Event of 1982 June 18”

SEVERAL SOVIET
SPACE/MISSILE
LAUNCH SITES

CHINA

Observing
region

http://fas.org:8080/nuke/guide/russia/facility/icbm/icbm_1.gif

1982 June 18
• Sightings remain unexplained

August 27, 1987 – near Shanghai
• In Zhejiang province, a power generator reportedly failed. People reported
that their wristwatches stopped. Eyewitnesses at an airport spoke of the
"dazzling brilliance" of the object, which was "hovering about 900 meters
from the end of the runway." Two people in Shanghai reported seeing
portholes on the central body.
• A military pilot on air patrol spotted the object and pursued it for several
minutes.
• "It was descending," he recalled. Then it reversed course and ascended
"much faster." Finally, he said, "after 45 seconds, I was unable to keep up
with it."
• https://web.archive.org/web/20000816002835/http://www.space.com/sci
encefiction/phenomena/ufo_china_000126.html

Shanghai Gets Its First Look at UFO:
'Comet With a Tail Like an Umbrella'
August 30, 1987|United Press International
• BEIJING — Shanghai residents say the city got its first visit of an unidentified flying object but
military officials who tried to track the mysterious spinning "plate" revealed no details of their
findings, the New China News Agency said Friday.
• Several witnesses claimed they saw a UFO passing over the city for about 40 minutes Thursday
evening, the agency said.
• "It was like an oval plate and sometimes a comet with a tail like an umbrella," the news agency
quoted one onlooker as saying.
• Another witness said the object looked like a flying orange but he saw it for only a few seconds
before it spun clockwise and flew eastward, the agency said.
• A People's Liberation Army officer revealed that military aircraft took off to trace and observe the
object, but he said no further information was available.
• Officials at a Shanghai meteorological station also reported sighting the UFO.
• "It was the first time for a UFO to visit the city," one meteorologist told the news agency.
• http://articles.latimes.com/1987-08-30/local/me-4866_1_ufo

UFO sighted over Shanghai
BEIJING, Saturday, Aug 29, 1987 (Reuter).
Chinese fighter pilots tracked an unidentified flying object that appeared over Shanghai on
Thursday night for seven minutes before it vanished in the East China Sea, the China Daily said
yesterday.
The UFO was described by one of many witnesses as looking at times like an oval plate and at
others like a comet with an umbrella-shaped tail.
China Daily said its staff member Mr Yao Kang saw the UFO above People's Square in central
Shanghai while he was walking with his wife and baby shortly before eight o'clock on Thursday
night.
"I looked up and saw an amazing reddish orange basin-shaped luminary hanging in the sky over
the south-west of the square," he said.
"Above the bright basin-like object was a misty parachute with a diameter of about one metre. It
looked like a lump of milky white gas."
The paper said military jets took off immediately to track and observe the UFO. The UFO
disappeared in the East China Sea seven minutes later, but not before the pilots were able to
corroborate the descriptions of witnesses on the ground.
Mr Shu Jiaxin, chief engineer of the Shanghai Meteorology Bureau, said the UFO was probably
caused by meteoric ice.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/132156081

FLYING SAUCER REVIEW,
Nov-Dec 1987

http://www.ignaciodarnaude.com/avistamientos_ovnis/Creighton,UFO
s%201987,China,FSR1987V32N6.pdf

Newspaper coverage

ASTRONOMERS COME UP WITH PROPER EXPLANATION

Shanghai UFO coincides perfectly with Japanese launch
1987-070 1987 Aug 27 0920 1987-070A
Kiku 5 ETS-5 S18316 H-1 H-17(F) TNSC
N S WWW-NASDA

ILLUMINATION CONDITIONS TBS

SATELLITE LAUNCH FROM JAPAN CROSSED
SHANGHAI REGION AFTER ONE ORBIT

Compare Aug 27, 1987, to August 12, 1986
Another H-1 Fuel Vent Pseudo-UFO

http://www.csicop.org/si/show/great_east_coast_ufo_of_august_1986

Eyewitness accounts similar to Shanghai
• “…a pinpoint, a moving spiral, a glowing cloud, and a big ball of fire.”
• “… an orangish nebulosity surrounded by an irregularly shaped white cloud
elongated vertically, with a dim starlike nucleus.”
• “…It started to get bigger and it had a tail. By the time we got out of the
truck, it had begun to spiral. It lasted for a few minutes, then became like a
dim star and floated toward the west.”
• A “reflection of the moon off a cloud, but it was very iridescent, very vivid.”
• “…witnesses said an object appeared to have exploded in the sky and then
moved into a cloud.”
• “It started out as a pinpoint of light. It was as if it were releasing some type
of reflective gas into the air, and as the gas was released into air, it was as if
it was spiraling around the pinpoint of light.” The spiral was “like pouring
milk into coffee.”

Several interesting reports involved coincidences.
• An air traffic controller in Syracuse, reported three different-colored
lights randomly moving and hovering for 45 minutes (but it turned
out he was watching B-52s land at nearby Rome AFB, several hours
after the real UFO).
• In Clark County, Kentucky, residents were panicked by an explosion
while the light show was going on — but the sheriff later got an and
anonymous phone call confessing to setting off illegal fireworks.
• “… people said their homes shook and windows vibrated as if there
had been an explosion or earthquake. They said the whole sky lit up.
All these people weren’t imagining or seeing things. Some of them
were very terrified over it right after it happened.”

Author’s concluding comments in 1986 article
• The relevance of these perceptions to other UFO reports is connected
with a series of night-time sky spirals seen over China in the late
1970s.
• Another interesting phenomenon was the way in which UFO groups
seemed to get a type of description different from those reported to
the national news media….
• In these accounts, subconscious interpretations by the collectors had
evidently colored the straightforward, pure perceptions, and without
other accounts the stories collected by the UFO groups could well
have coagulated into a “true UFO” if the solution had not been
published so quickly. This is a long-recognized (but evidently still
serious) problem with anecdotal data collection.

August 27, 1987
• H-1 venting very good fit
• Witness and press reporting good calibration of local culture

Aug 27, 1988 event -"Searching For
Flying Saucers"
published in Lanzhou,
Gansu province
July 1990 [‘UNIVAC500’]

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread558479/pg1#pid8497628

Inside
back
cover

China photos
[left] versus
known rocket
launches [R]

Aug 27[?], 1988
Sunset 7:46 PM
Sun altitude -13 azimuth 299
Oberg: THE APPEARANCE OF THESE PLUMES IS
CLASSIC ROCKET ASCENT FROM ‘NEARBY’
[sunset indications suggest view to WNW]
Cannot determine if departing or approaching

"These photos were taken August 27th 1988. (August 28th 9:00 - 9:05
PM Beijing Time) Long: 124 30 Lat: 49 50. These photos were taken
around Dongbei, NeiMengGu (Inner Mongolia)."

“Aug 25”, 1988 -- Heihe looking north
• This is a featured program of CCTV10 (prominent science&education based Chinese
channel) called "Approaching Science"
• The incident actually happened more than 20 years ago in 1988, 9pm on 25th of August to
be more precise. This was filmed by the bureau staff back then.
In the program they are especially intrigued by this spiral light's movement which it rotates
clockwise for a while then made a sudden anticlockwise turn, whats more , this
phenomenon appeared on the night sky of Heihe for a period of successive 5 days.
• When the bureau staff saw it they couldnt relate it to any possible meteorological
phenomena that they are familiar with hence they referred to it as "extraterrestrial" or
"UFO" literally
• While local people also speculated that the phenomenon might be due to the Russians
disposing their nuclear arms but this idea is nonetheless rejected by the program's host
Zhangtengyue arguing such way is not the way to disposing nukes. not to mention other
nations would had detected such doings.
• “sunsky” at http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread485458/pg3#pid7506886

Aug 25, 1988
• Witness: "25 Aug 1988, 9pm, we were chatting outside when we suddenly saw a circle
of light towards the Northwestern sky. After it appeared, it grew from small to big. The
light swirled clockwise then counter-clockwise. We were stunned - what were those,
had never seen before. The first impression was it had nothing to do with the weather.
Maybe it's something from beyond the sky or some kind of flying saucer."
This, is the video that the HeiHe (Black River) Weather Bureau painstakingly preserved
for 20 years. It was too long ago and the tape is a little blurred but we can feel the
moment when people saw that how affected they must be. From the recording we can
see that this was an extremely grand and beautiful phenomenon in the sky. A light
rising at high speed, followed by swirls and expansion, abnormally bright.
And the oddest was during the swirls there was once it obviously changed direction.
From clock-wise to counter clockwise. This amazing moment was something one
couldn't see from its pictures. It is also something we had not imagined of when we do
the computer simulation.
• Witness: " For many days this was the main topic among the people. Because it
appeared on the first day, the second... it appeared continuously for 5 days. So the
people debated about it for a long time. Most of ..."

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread485458/pg1#pid6786109

Aug 25, 1988
• (1.43): "Most of them leaning towards whether it was Soviet Union trying to destroy their
nuclear weapons, and whether it'll affect their own livelihood." It was 1988 and Soviet
Union was beginning to approach dissolution. The Cold War was going to end soon. It is
true that it had destroyed their nuclear weapons then but to do that you don't just throw
that stuff up in the sky. The power of nuclear weapons are also very great in the air and to
do that it meant it had been detonated. ..
(2:23) If Soviet Union had really done that, it's own people will be affected. No one in the
world will allow that. Be it the United States or the European Union would have used all
kinds of probes to detect it (here he went on to explain the proper way to dispose of
nuclear weapons)...(3:15) Let's see the video again. First, I think it's really mysterious. 2nd,
it's really beautiful. Esp towards the end - it was initially swirling this way and suddenly..."
(3:35) ... and suddenly with a method that one can't even describe, it swirled in the
opposite direction with a beautiful tail. If this is not an UFO but a ball of flame, you'll be
amazed by the human imagination. However, the mysterious part of all this is it is not
something we have commonly come to know of in aviation or fireworks. It is something
that was accidentally videotaped and been hanging in suspense for more than 20 years.
what is it exactly?... (End)
• http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread485458/pg1#pid6786109

«Strange Aerial Phenomena in China UFO Wormhole?»
[posted June 06, 2009 -- pinwheel formation erratic, reverses sense

Disabled -- copyright violation -- https://youtu.be/kNHEmrjRe5Q
Working link -- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcBxNjoLJus

Date/time of
video not well
documented
-- probably 1988
spin reversal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkVX7yd0Tho

SAME or DIFFERENT events?
• Dates two days apart but same local time
• Approximately same region of China
• Approximately same viewing direction
• Apparitions strikingly DIFFERENT

Why Failed Chinese Rocket Launches Are Not UFOs - Page 1 of 2
"Teale Britstra " <teale@macrokosm.com>
• https://web.archive.org/web/20151112153448/http://www.thenerdbar.com/en/space-articles/15-whyfailed-chinese-rocket-launches-are-not-ufos.html
• This will be my third (and I hope final) instalment in the "Why Rockets are not UFOs" series. I hope you have
enjoyed the previous articles, and given the evidence that I have presented within them a good look. I don't
expect that everyone will agree with me, but I hope to at least show why many of the common arguments
that claim "a rocket can't cause that because..." are inaccurate.
• In this article, I will be examining the last of the three spirals that are commonly referenced - the one that
occurred in China in 1988. Please note that even this information is speculative - I have seen the same video
listed as occurring on different dates, as well as some that claim it to be the Norway spiral. Also, very little
other information is available regarding this event so I will essentially be analysing the one video that is
available and seeing if I can fit it to the profile of a rocket. I suggest you open a copy of the video
( http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhVv8eqrRfI ) so that you can skip to each time reference and examine
what I'm describing for yourself. As I believe this is different to the Norwegian and Australian spirals in many
respects, I am going to analyse this from the perspective that it too is a rocket malfunction, though under
very different circumstances.
• So let's take a look at the video! Starting at the beginning (a logical choice) I think it is fair to say that we can
safely ignore the first 49 seconds or so, as these are just still pictures and some "ominous" humming sounds
that are used to introduce the video. (On a side note, in my opinion I find it interesting that the two pictures
used are stills taken when the phenomenon looks the most like a spiral, and that the only audio is the
humming noise - and I believe this is intentionally done to lead the viewer into having certain feelings
regarding the footage before it is actually shown. Always be aware of tactics that are used to influence you
into feeling certain ways - Hollywood and the mainstream media are exceptionally good at this! Note: I
acknowledge that the video author claims the humming is the noise recorded from a blue-white star. This is
certainly possibly, however it does not change my opinion of its intent)

Britstra 2 of 3
• So the 50-second mark is where the action begins. If you pause here, two things are apparent.
First, the phenomenon had started before the footage was filmed (this is expected), and secondly,
the shape at this stage does not even resemble a spiral. For arguments sake, we could visualise it
as the exhaust of a rocket that is launching towards the top right of the image, as well as some
kind of "anomalous puff" of thrust spreading towards the top. Thrust in that direction would tend
to spin a rocket in a clockwise manner, turning the "main thrust" direction first towards the right
then downwards, then around to the left, etc.
• By the 54-second mark, we can see that this in fact, is exactly what is happening. The object
continues to send most of its thrust out in the direction that we would expect the main rocket
exhaust to be, while venting more out the side, spinning it clockwise.
• At the 59-second point, the object has continued to spin clockwise another full rotation. It is only
now, after 8 seconds, that the ejected material is beginning to resemble the spiral that this is
frequently claimed to be, and yet the object is still exhibiting behaviour that is totally consistent
with what we would expect from normal physics and a rocket that is in the situation I've
described.
• At around 1:04, we switch to a different perspective, and it here that I think the most interesting
evidence starts. Pausing at this point, we can see some of the only evidence that will help us to
discern details about the location of the object. Before the camera zooms in, we can see to the
bottom right of screen, a set of 4 or 5 lights in a horizontal line, and the spiral to the left of these
higher

Britstra 3 of 3
• Pausing again at 1:07, it appears that the spiral is behind some kind of tall structure, with no
evidence of other tall structures around it. The building has a distinctive silhouette, and is
probably our strongest clue as to a specific location where this event may have occurred (for
those of us that cannot read or speak Chinese anyway!). Finding a single tall building in all of
China still sounds a lot like finding a needle in a haystack though!
• So let's take a look at what we know and make some assumptions that may help us. First, there
are only a couple lights visible in the shot at 1:04, to the right of the tall building, so we can safely
assume this wasn't in the middle of any city, because there would probably be more lit
structures visible in the footage. Second, the tall building silhouette in this shot is the only
evidence we have of ANY tall buildings in any shot so far (and indeed the whole video), so we can
assume that there aren't many tall buildings nearby. Third, there appears to be no lights close to
the tall building - they are all separated by some unknown distance. Fourth, at the beginning of
the article I said I was going to make the assumption that the spiral was made by a rocket and
work from there. When all put together we can make the assumption that the rocket was still
fairly close to the ground (as suggested by the lights and the building silhouette) in a relatively
remote area which has few lit structures and a tall building. Does this sound familiar? What if I
suggest that the building is more properly called a tower?
• Of course, this is all based on some (fairly reasonable) assumptions I made. What would really
prove this point is some supporting evidence right? And the best way to do this is to find a launch
tower on a Chinese rocket launch facility which has a similar silhouette. This is actually
remarkably easy to do. A quick Google image search for "China rocket launch pad" will bring up
literally dozens of pictures - and a large number of them fit very similar profiles to the one in the
spiral video. Just a few examples can be seen HERE, HERE and HERE. All are tall rectangular
buildings with protrusions at various heights and a semi-transparent triangular structure - a crane
- on the top. Another example can also be seen in the video HERE.

Aug 25/27, 1988 events
• May represent multiple causation activities in USSR
• Some indication of daily repetitions
• Nature of possible Soviet missile activity undetermined
• Visual similarities with documented 1982 June 18 USSR missile war
games is tantalizing
• Satisfactory explanation remains to be found

"Feng Bao-1" ["FB-1“] and “Dong Feng“ [“DF”].
• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feng_Bao_1
• The Feng Bao 1 (Chinese: 风暴, meaning Storm or Tempest), also known as FB-1,
was a Chinese carrier rocket launched between 1972 and 1981. It was replaced
by the nearly identical Long March 2, which had been developed at the same
time for political reasons related to China's Cultural Revolution
• The Feng Bao was derived from the DF-5 missile. Eleven were launched, of which
four failed. Launches occurred from LA-2B at the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Centre.
• Dongfeng (simplified Chinese: 东风; traditional Chinese: 東風; literally: "East
Wind") series, typically abbreviated as "DF", are intercontinental ballistic missiles
• The DF-5 is designed to carry a 3 megaton (Mt) nuclear warhead to distance up to
12,000 km. The DF-5 is a silo-based, two-stage missile, and its rocket served as
the basis for the space-launch vehicle Fengbao (FB-1) used to launch satellites.
• The DF-5 missile was developed in the 1960s, but did not enter service until 1981.
• There is no open-source list of DF-5 test launches. CAN ANYBODY HELP??

Feng Bao flight history in time interval of interest
[data does not indicate any association with reports]
Date/Time (GMT)
(Beijing is GMT+8)

10 November 1976
09:05
14 September 1977
00:15

S/N

701-08
701(II)-01

Payload

JSSW-6
DDDS

Outcome

Remarks

Failure
Successful

Suborbital test,
apogee: 200
kilometres

16 April 1978
16:39

701(II)-02

DDDS

Successful

Suborbital test,
apogee: 200
kilometres

27 July 1979
21:28

XCZ-1-02

Shi Jian 1

Failure

Second stage
malfunction

19 September 1981
21:28:40

XCZ-1-02

Shi Jian 2

Successful

Payload consisted of
three satellites

Summary and Conclusions
• HELP!!

Extra / draft slides
•

China Rocket Launch May 23? Or UFO?
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread10
69288/pg1 [2015]

June 30, 2002
• Something very interesting flew over China’s three provinces including Sichuan in June of
2002. As reported by several media sources, on June 30, around 10 p.m., a mysterious,
light-emitting, shape-changing object was observed in the nation’s sky (Shanghai Star of
July 3, 2002; The Huashan Post, The Tianfu Morning Post, Henan Morning Post and
more). The accounts described an orange and white ray of light appearing in the sky. The
ray flew from east to west, and was visible for about three minutes. Its size was
approximately that of a desk, and it changed its shape from a fang-shaped object to a
fan-like one.
• Chongqing sunset 19:58, at 22:00 sun altitude -22 azimuth 316
• The various witnesses’ reports of the shape, size, time duration, and flight path of the
UFO were very similar. The object was flying at a great altitude, much higher than an
airplane would. The UFO was quite large. A newspaper in Sichuan reported that a pilot
from a local air force station flew next to the object and mistook it for an enemy fighter.
Tian Xianyuan, an eyewitness and the assistant manager from Chongqing City’s
Astronomy Center, was able to point out the object’s exact location (Chongqing, an
independent municipality was formerly part of Sichuan Province).

Useful links
• http://www.thenerdbar.com/en/space-articles/15-why-failedchinese-rocket-launches-are-not-ufos.html By Ferrett78 Teale Britstra
http://www.macrokosm.com/ : incendium@thenerdbar.com
• https://web.archive.org/web/20151112153448/http://www.thenerd
bar.com/en/space-articles/15-why-failed-chinese-rocket-launchesare-not-ufos.html
• Part 2
https://web.archive.org/web/20151112153448/http://www.thenerd
bar.com/index.php/space-articles/15-why-failed-chinese-rocketlaunches-are-not-ufos?showall=&start=1

omsk
• Drawing http://www.ljplus.ru/img/s/c/schnaider/ufo-1apapa.jpg
• http://schnaider.livejournal.com/297986.html?view=6331650#t6331
650
• The witness didn't recall when he had seen them: "It was somewhere
in the year 1988-1992, both times winter - unfortunately I do not
remember the exact month - in Siberia, very long winter."
My hypothesis is that he was watching volley-fire of two SLBMs from
the Soviet submarine missile test range in the Barents Sea -- but
without dates, no correspondence is possible.

From Corliss, 'Handbook of Unusual Natural Phenomenon"
• The NASA Centaur 2 launch on November 27th 1963 instigated several
reports of strange luminous phenomena from ships far off the Florida
coast. On the M.V. Wendover, bound from Dakar to Cape Town, the captain
and many of the crew were treated to a spectacular show. “At first a small,
white spherical cloud with a bright centre was seen bearing 230° at an
altitude of 40°. It rapidly enlarged and assumed the form of perfectly
defined concentric circles of light. The circles reached a maximum of 5°
radius from altitude 40° to 50° and the greatest brightness was equal to
that of a full moon. As the object passed across the sky, heading
approximately 310° -130°, the concentric circles became elliptical with a
‘Catherine-wheel’ effect which gave the impression of anticlockwise
rotation. When the body passed ahead of the vessel, the surrounding cloud
of light dissolved and became the single bright white light usually
associated with artificial satellites. (Marine Observer, 35: 20, 1965)

Sketches of the phenomena were submitted to the editor of the Marine
Observer by the captains of the M.V Pennyworth and the M.V. Ripon, also
in the North Atlantic well off Cape Canaveral.
• http://files.abovetopsecret.com/files/img/ko5248cb2d.jpg

UFO spotted in several cities across China
2013-05-14 01:24:20 GMT2013-05-14
09:24:20(Beijing Time) SINA ENGLISH

http://english.sina.com/china/p/2013/0513/590203.html

Taiwan's X-Files
• At 7pm on the evening of August 25, 1987, Li was waiting on the platform at
Shulin (¾ðªL) train station, Taipei County (¥x¥_¿¤), when a strange light appeared
from behind the nearby Tatung Mountain (¤j¦P¤s).
• "I was waiting on the platform and this light caught my eye. At first I thought it
was an airplane, but after a while the shape of the object became apparent. It
was like a lemon, which is when I realized it wasn't any aircraft I was familiar with
and it must be a UFO," recalls the now 74 year-old Li, recalling the incident as
vividly as though it had happened only yesterday.
• "The spaceship then began to fly back and forth over the summit of Tatung
Mountain. By this time the lights were flashing very brightly and were hard to
miss. Everyone on the platform was looking at the lights. I shouted `it's a UFO,'
but I don't think anyone understood as I said UFO in English. The UFO then began
gyrating incredibly quickly and disappeared just as suddenly as it had appeared.
The people on the platform were all looking at each other not knowing what
they'd just seen. But I knew. It was defiantly a UFO. No airplane would move in
the way that object did."
http://www.ufocasebook.com/taiwanxfiles.html

May 13, 2013
•
•
•
•

http://english.sina.com/china/2013/0514/590579.html
Scientists explain UFO seen over China
2013-05-14 23:24:46 GMT2013-05-15 07:24:46(Beijing Time) Shanghai Daily
A glowing object spotted shooting across the night sky in central and southwest
China on Monday was not an alien UFO but a rocket used in an experiment, the
Chinese Academy of Sciences said yesterday.
• Scientists at the academy's National Space Science Center announced they had
launched a probe into the upper reaches of the Earth's atmosphere after videos
and pictures of the object had been posted on the Internet.
• "The rocket was launched at 9pm on Monday from the Xichang Satellite Launch
Center in southwest China to investigate energy particles and magnetic fields in
the ionized stratum and near-Earth space," the space science center said.

Wayback http://www.getxnews.com/wpcontent/plugins/wp-omatic/cache/77b72_NorwaySpiralLight3.jpg

Discussion of shuttle water dumps
• https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/sci.space.shuttle/QidGwXu
Uw_o

